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Abstract A prototype optimization tool named OPTION (OPtimization Tool for the Instrumentation of Observation Networks) has been developed at Argonne National Laboratory for designing objective-driven, model-based diagnosis/supervision of discrete event systems. This tool has been used, for example, for verifying, analyzing, optimizing, and deploying networked sensor configurations consisting of distributed observation devices rigorously designed to assure the detection of specified events. The salient features of this development framework are: i) model-based, object-driven systematic approach and ii) amenable to rigorous analysis and optimization. The core of the tool consists of: i) rigorous verification of observability properties such as supervisory observability, detectability, and diagnosability; ii) objective-driven optimization of sensor configurations; and iii) implementation of monitoring systems that guarantee specified performance/objective and meet observational constraints. With OPTION, mathematical models of the monitored system are created characterizing possible behaviors, property requirements, and the available set of sensor types with their associated information costs. Cost, objective-driven functional for optimization may strive to reduce the number of sensors required or to avoid using given sensor types, for example. The property requirement may specify controllability goals or detectability needs regarding a given set of special events, for example. This user selectable parameters are then used by OPTION to assess proposed sensor configurations or/and to identify/compute optimal sensor configurations. The analysis task is to determine whether identified observation configurations are capable of meeting the given property requirements. After an optimal sensor configuration is suggested by OPTION and accepted by the user, the tool automatically generates the software code that is to be used for automatically integrating and analyzing sensor measurements. The theoretical and practical basis of this technology are discussed and illustrated with examples.
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Introduction



Optimization of sensor configurations is an important design goal in many practical system monitoring deployments. For example, one relevant field is failure analysis, in which ∗
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special events are identified as faults. Recently, significant attention has been given to fault analysis; see for example [1-9]. The definition of diagnosability based on failureevent specifications was first introduced in [7]. Some variations to the initial definition in [7] have been proposed recently. Failure states are introduced in [9] and the notion of diagnosability is accordingly redefined. The issue of diagnosing repeatedly and the associated notion of [1, ∞]-diagnosability are first introduced in [6], along with a polynomial algorithm for checking it. However, the time complexity of the algorithm provided in [6] for checking this notion is O(|X|6 × |Σ|2 ) and O(|X|4 × |Σ|2 ) for nondeterministic and deterministic behaviors, respectively, on the number of system states X and the cardinality of the system event set Σ, which severely restricts its applicability. To improve this complexity, the developed tool utilizes the algorithm introduced in [8] for checking [1, ∞]-diagnosability with the reduced complexity of O(|X|5 × |Σ|2 ) and O(min(|X|5 , |X|3 × |Σ|2 )) respectively for those behaviors. For the problem of designing observation configurations that are sufficient yet minimal, efforts reported in [1,3-5] are closely related. This paper builds upon the above efforts to introduce a tool for optimizing sensor configuration meeting given system property requirements. While these requirements may include controllability-observability specifications for supervisory control applications, the paper, due to page length limitations, emphasizes on the use of the tool in event detection applications; further technical details can be found in [1], [3], and [8].
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Problem Statement



In event detection application, the objective is to detect special events occurring within the monitored discrete event system (DES) by recording and analyzing observable events. System behavior is often divided into two mutually exclusive components, namely, the special behavior of interest (needed to be detected) and the ordinary behavior (which does not need to be reported). When the special behavior is specified by discrete events, the analysis task is to monitor the system behavior and report the occurrence of any special event (i.e., detection), identify its type (i.e., diagnosis) and count the number of occurrences. To detect a special event, a monitoring agent (hereafter termed observer) may need to integrate and analyze a large number of events as system operations progress. To accomplish the task of online detection and reporting, two design elements must be addressed. The first element is the identification of the observational information required by an observer to determine whether a special event has occurred. The second element is the construction of the associated observer algorithm that would automatically integrate and analyze collected data to assess system behavior. To improve information management and cost, the design goal is to construct a monitoring observer with a detection capability that relies on not only observed measurements but also on recorded knowledge built from continuous observation. It is then important to rigorously assess whether the monitored DES is intrinsically observable given a specified sensor configuration and a special behavior of interest. Otherwise, the goal is to identify optimized observation configurations that meet given observability property requirements (i.e., objective-driven approach). The related cost functional may be based on different design objective criteria, such as costs and implementation difficulty of considered sensor technologies.
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Developed Technology



The developed tool requires first formal descriptions of the given DES, (observability) property requirements, and observational constraints as shown in Fig. 1. Property reInput DE models information cost, property requirements



Input initial sensor configuration



Return online algorithm and computed sensor set



No Sensor configuration satisfies property requirements



Yes No Optimize sensor configuration



Yes Optimize sensor configuration (Random/Sequential/Manual)



No



Yes Optimization is satisfactory



Figure 1: Flow chart of developed sensor optimization tool quirements may include observability requirements for meeting controllability or/and detectability objectives, for example. Given these descriptions, optimized observational configurations and associated algorithms for data integration and analysis can be systematically found that meet the specified property requirements. To formalize the monitored DES, a model G must be constructed defining how system states change due to event occurrences. Other design elements are requested by the tool according to the optimization task at hand. For example, in the case of designing for meeting detectability objectives, two elements must be specified, namely, the set of special events S requiring detection and the intrinsic observability property P (i.e., detectability or diagnosability) regarding S. To formalize observational constraints, a cost functional C should be included indicating the costs associated with observation device types and locations. Given G, S, P , and C, the design task is to compute an observational configuration or observation mask M that guarantees P of S with respect to G, while optimizing C. This mask M defines an underlying observational configuration that specifies the locations and types of observational devices required to assure the observability of special events. After a suitable observation mask M has been computed, the implementation task is to construct an observer O that will guarantee the P of S by observing G via the observation mask M . The use of the developed tool in computing optimized sensor configurations for detectability applications can be summarized as follows. For verification, the tool assesses whether a given observation configuration assures the observability of special behaviors within possible system behaviors (Fig. 2.(a)). For design, the methodology identifies, for



each event, which attributes need to be observed and suggests an optimal observation configuration meeting the observational requirements (Fig. 2.(b)).



(a) Verification



(b) Design



Figure 2: Use of developed tool for event detection applications
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Observability in Event Detection Applications Preliminary



Denote by G the DES model of the monitored system considered and modelled as a finite state machine (FSM) of four tuple, G = {X, Σ, δ, x0 }, where X is a finite set of states, Σ is a finite set of event labels, δ : X × Σ → X is a partial transition function, and x0 ∈ X is the initial state of the system. The symbol ² denotes the silent event or the empty trace. This model G accounts for both the ordinary (non-special) and special behavior of the monitored system, for example. To model observational limitations, an observation mask function M : Σ → ∆ ∪ {²} is introduced, where ∆ is the set of observed symbols, which may be disjoint with Σ.



4.2



Definitions



Let Σs ⊆ ΣL denote the set of special events S which should be detected. This set Σs is partitioned into disjoint sets corresponding to different types of special events. This partition is denoted by Πs and defined as Πs = {Σsi : Σs = Σs1 ∪ . . . ∪ Σsm }. Special events can occur repeatedly, so they need to be detected repeatedly. It is assumed that events in S are not fully-observable because otherwise they could be detected/diagnosed trivially. Under detectability, the interest is in signaling the occurrence of special events, but without explicitly indicating which routing event exactly has occurred. On the other hand, diagnosability is a refined case of detectability, where the interest often is in exact event identification. Thus, diagnosis is equivalent to detection when there is only one type of special events; i.e., Πs = {Σs1 }. The developed tool can be used to evaluate different system properties. To illustrate, let’s assume we are interested on the event detectability property termed [1, ∞]-diagnosability (defined next) of a given monitored system. The tool then utilizes the polynomial algorithm described in [8] for checking this notion. Other notions can also be checked by the tool as, for example, the observability of a given system regarding specified controllability requirements.



Definition 1 (Uniformly bounded delay) [1, ∞]-Diagnosability [6, 8] A prefix-closed live language L is said to be uniformly [1, ∞]-diagnosable with respect to a mask function M and a special-event partition Πs on Σs if the following holds: (∃nd ∈ N)(∀i ∈ Πs )(∀s ∈ L)(∀t ∈ L/s)[|t| ≥ nd ⇒ D∞ ] where N is the set of non-negative integers and the condition D∞ is given by: D∞ : (∀w ∈ M −1 M (st) ∩ L)[Nwi ≥ Nsi ]. The above definition assumes the following necessary notation. For all Σsi ∈ Πs and a trace s ∈ L, let Nsi denote the number of events in s that belongs to the special event type Σsi (or i for simplicity). The post-language L/s is the set of possible suffixes of a trace s; i.e., L/s := {t ∈ (Σ)∗ : st ∈ L}.



4.3



Member-by-Member Optimal Observation Masks



The problem of selection of an optimal mask function is studied in [4]. Assuming a maskmonotonicity property, it introduces two algorithms for computing an optimal mask function. However, these algorithms assume that a sensor set supporting the mask function can be always found, which may not be true in practice. Given the above considerations, the developed tool utilizes instead the algorithm introduced in [1]. This algorithm searches the sensor set space rather than the mask function space. The computed sensor set induces a mask function naturally. Thus, it does not suffer from the issue of realization of the mask function.
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Procedure for Constructing a Observer



The design task leads into a twofold objective: i) to compute objective-driven sensor configurations that optimize given information costs, and ii) to construct formal observers that guarantee the detectability of special events. The key design issue is then the management of sensor deployments. After computing an acceptable M that guarantees the desired property requirement (i.e., controllability-observability, detectability, or diagnosability) using the optimization algorithm of Fig. 1, an associated observer O is constructed. In event detection applications, for example, the observer algorithm will integrate and analyze tracking information (or measurements) and report the occurrences of special events. In supervisory control applications, the observer estimates system state information necessary for the supervisor to operate. To implement the observer, either an offline or an online design approach may be used for its construction. Under an offline design approach, the deterministic automaton representation of the observer is a priori constructed, which takes exponential time and space. To overcome this computational complexity, an online approach may be used instead, as proposed in [6] for event detection applications. Further improving [6] regarding computational complexity, the developed tool utilizes the algorithm reported in [8] that reduces not only the space required for realizing the observer state by |X|2 but also the time complexity by |X| if log(|X|) ≈ |Σ|. In event detection applications, for example, this mathematical construction of observers can thus guarantee that there is no false alarm, and no missed detection of special events. In the next section, the case of meeting statistical specification regarding miss detection is addressed.
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Dealing with Observation Uncertainty



The above formulations assume that sensors are always reliable and most of the known results regarding fault diagnosis rely on this assumption. In practice, sensors may be erratic and unreliable to a degree. In this section, the mask function M is extended in order to reflect the unreliability of sensing devices. The uncertain observation mask M : Σ → 2∆o ∪{²}×(0,1] \ ∅ satisfies the following: X ∀σ ∈ Σ, pi = 1. (σoi ,pi )∈M (σ)



To indicate the set of possible observations, we define M e (σ) = {σoi : (σoi , pi ) ∈ M (σ)}. For instance, consider M (a) = {(a1 , 1/2), (a2 , 1/4), (², 1/4)}. This implies that, if event a ∈ Σ occurs, the outcome of observation is a1 ∈ ∆o with probability 1/2, a2 ∈ ∆o with probability 1/4, and no observation (²) with probability 1/4. Then, the set of possible observation for event a is M e (a) = {a1 , a2 , ²}. With the above extension characterizing the unreliability of sensing devices, we direct our attention to the properties related to event counting. For instance, the properties of uniform and nonuniform [1, ∞]-diagnosability characterizes the capability of counting the selected events indefinitely under reliable sensor information. Mainly, we are interested in developing a concept characterizing the event counting property under unreliable sensor information. Two numbers are important for characterizing the event counting properties: i) the actual number of special event occurrences and ii) the estimated number of special event occurrences. First we define the special event count function NΣs : L(G) → N where NΣs (t) denotes the number of the special events Σs occurred in trace t ∈ L(G). The special event count estimate function DΣs : M (L(G)) → N is defined as follows. DΣs (θ) = min{NΣs (t) : t ∈ L(G) ∧ θ ∈ M e (t)}. Intuitively, the function DΣs estimates the possible traces associated with observation history (θ) and obtain the minimal special event occurrence number among the estimated traces. We define the detection confidence of trace t as the ratio between the estimated number of special event count and the number of actual occurrence of the special events. That is, ( DΣs (θ) if NΣs (t) > 0 ∧ θ ∈ M e (t) NΣs (t) CΣs (t, θ) := 0 o.w. Note that DΣs (θ) is the most conservative estimation in the sense that the selected counting value is the minimal within its estimated traces. Because of the conservativeness of DΣs , we have 0 ≤ CΣs (t, θ) ≤ 1. It should be interesting to investigate other measures of confidence by replacing the fault count estimation function DΣs (θ) to more aggressive estimation functions. Let Tn be a random variable of trace of L(A) with length n and On be a random variable of corresponding observation traces with length n (length of traces here counts ² observation). We are interested in computing the following long run expected value: lim E(CΣs (Tn , On )). n→∞



More rigorous theoretical developments including the computation of the above value are still in progress. One of the tasks is to establish the convergence result and devise



a method to compute the above value. For this task, we developed a detection confidence computation routine in OPTION based on output analysis. The flowchart of the algorithm is in Fig. 3. We conjecture that the long run expected value can be computed with the algorithm described in Fig. 3 when G is described with an irreducible closed automaton (any two states in the automaton are reachable from each other). Input system behavior, set of special events Σs unreliable sensor information, number of special events to be simulated:= N ∗



Set qc := q0 , P Q := {(q0 , 0)}, Ns = 0



Expand to unobservable reach (UR) from states in PQ based on unreliable sensor information while counting the special event occurrences. Dijkstra shortest path computation algorithm is used for counting the special event occurrences



Generate event σ based on transition probability structure of current state qc and update current state qc . If σ is a special event, set Ns = Ns + 1



Generate observation event σo based on unreliable sensor information



Yes σo = ²? No Compute minimal special fault number to the observable reach from the states in UR based on unreilable sensor information regarding σo . Set the computed observable reach and the corresponding minimum fault numbers as PQ: P Q = {(q1 , n1 ), . . . (qk , nk )}



Ns > N ∗



No



Yes Confidence := min(ni : (qi , ni ) ∈ P Q)/Ns



Figure 3: Flow Chart for Computing Confidence
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Example in Event Detection Applications



Consider the monitored system illustrated in Fig. 4(a). This system consists of one input port, I1 , four internal stations, Si , i = 1, 2, 3, and 4, and two output ports, O1 and O2 . This system may represent a processing facility, a communication network, an air-traffic region, or a battlespace. Two authorized routes, (1) or (2), are identified in Fig. 4(a).



Under route (1), an item should enter the monitored system through the input port I1 , move sequentially to locations S1 and S3 , and move either to location S2 or S4 ; if it goes to S2 , then an item may either exit through the output port O2 or continue to location S4 ; if at location S4 , it should exit through the output port O1 . Under route (2), an item should enter the monitored system through the input port I1 , move sequentially to locations S1 , S2 , and S3 ; it may then exit through the output port O2 or continue to location S4 , from which it should exit through the output port O2 . Besides the normal



(a) Monitored System



(b) Ad-hoc Sensor Placement Solution



Figure 4: Monitored system and ad-hoc sensor placement solution (non-special) item movements shown, assume that the two events labeled with an S (for special) in Fig. 4(a) (i.e., 1S and 2S) are also possible and considered special. The design objective is to identify observation configurations (i.e., set of sensors and locations) M that provide sufficient tracking information to an observer O for detecting the occurrence of any event in S. For comparison, Fig. 4(b) illustrates a sensor configuration that would allow an observer to immediately detect any special event after its occurrence. Three sensor types are shown for retrieving item movement data. “Circle,” “square,” and “triangular” sensors provide current item locations, previous item locations, and item types, respectively. This configuration may result from conducting an ad hoc design, without a rigorous analysis of the detection problem at hand. It is desired to determine whether there are other (objective-driven) sensor configurations with reduced information requirement and optimal information management. To this end, the possible-behavior model G of the system is constructed. The monitoring goal P regarding the set of special events S is also specified. Finally, an information cost C criterion is formulated. The developed tool is invoked to compute an observation mask M that optimizes C and meets P . Figs. 5 illustrate the reduction in the observational requirement M that may be obtained when selecting detectability rather than diagnosability of S as the observability goal P . The imposed cost objective C is to reduce information requirements and preferably exclude sensors that communicate item previous locations (i.e., avoid using square sensors). Figs. 6 show the effect of sensor reliability on required sensor configuration to meet a given detection confidence requirement. In particular, Figs. 6 show that as the reliability of circle sensors decreases, more sensors may be required to meet the specified observability requirements. Numerous simulations were conducted with different M and corresponding O for given P and C. As guaranteed by the mathematical setting of the developed



design framework, the observer was always able to meet the observability requirements. Additional examples are reported in [1-3], for example.



(a) Diagnosability



(b) Detectability



Figure 5: Optimized Sensor Placements: Case of reliable sensors



(a) Sensor reliability ≥ 60%



(b) 40% ≤ Sensor reliability ≤ 60%



Figure 6: Optimized Sensor Placements: Case on unreliable sensors
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Conclusion



A prototype tool for systematically designing and implementing model-based, objectivedriven monitoring systems was presented. The technology can be used to: i) assess specified observability properties of a monitored facility with respect to given sensor configurations; ii) implement model-based monitoring using a set of sensors that optimize specified observational criteria/objectives; and iii) construct observers that automatically integrate and analyze event occurrence data, rigorously guaranteeing specified system property requirements. The developed tool can thus be used to answer the question of how to optimally instrument a given system. This design and implementation approach



opens the possibility for information management optimization to reduce costs, decrease intrusiveness, and enhance automation, for example. Furthermore, it provides rich analysis capability (enabling optimization, sensitivity, what-if, and vulnerability analysis), guarantees mathematical consistency and intended monitoring performance, yields a systematic method to deal with system complexity, and enables portability of system monitoring.
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